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Higher Order Aberrations After Femtosecond LASIK Flap Creation

Jason Croskrey MD, Matthew Caldwell MD, James Townley MD, Douglas Apsey MS, OD

Introduction: Higher order aberrations (HOA) are known to decrease visual quality and can naturally exist, or can be induced by procedures such as corneal refractive surgery. While studies have previously compared HOA in microkeratome vs. femtosecond corneal flap creation, no studies have compared two femtosecond lasers.

Purpose: To compare HOA induced by two femtosecond lasers used to create corneal flap for LASIK.

Methods: 14 eyes with corneal flaps created by the ZD4 laser for LASIK were compared to 14 eyes with corneal flaps created by the iFS laser. The two groups of eyes were similar in age, gender, spherical equivalent (SE), and treatment laser. The difference between the pre-operative and three month post-operative root mean squared (RMS) of HOA was used to compare the higher order aberrations. Paired t-tests were used to test difference between the RMS in the iFS and ZD4 eyes. The P-values were Bonferroni corrected.

Results: There was not a statistically significant difference in means of RMS values between eyes that had corneal flap creation with the ZD4 and iFS lasers (p>0.05). The improvement of SE was similar between groups.

Conclusions: Based on our results the both ZD4 and iFS lasers do not induce significant changes in higher order aberrations after corneal flap creation for LASIK surgery.
Higher order aberrations after LASIK with femtosecond flap creation

Jason Croskrey, Matthew Caldwell, J. Richard Townley, Douglas Apsey

Disclosure

no authors report financial disclosure or interests
this presentation does not represent the official view of the United States Air Force or the Department of Defense

Outline

Background
Purpose
Methods/Demographics
Results
Conclusions/Limitations
Background

18 eyes:
- Intralase FS vs microkeratome
- Intralase FS induced less HOA

Background

15 myopic eyes:
- Observed HOA in LASIK
- Pre RMS: 0.344, post RMS: 0.440

Background

47 eyes:
- iFS vs microkeratome
- 1yr f/u increased aberrations in microkeratome group
Purpose

Ziemer ZD4 vs AMO iFS

Methods

43 eyes had LASIK with ZD4 flaps
303 eyes had LASIK with iFS flaps

14 eyes
14 eyes
Results

Conclusions

No statistical difference in the change RMS pre and post-surgery between iFS and ZD4 eyes, (P>0.05)

No statistical difference in the change in spherical equivalent pre and post-surgery between iFS and ZD4 eyes, (P>0.05)

neither femtosecond lasers studied did not have a significant effect on HOAs
Limitations

Increasing numbers (n=28 in this study) may reveal a difference in post operative HOA.

HOA analyzed independently may be statistically different between the two femtosecond lasers.

The study was retrospective, a prospective study would be less likely to incorporate the possibility of selection bias.
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